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Gay books in the subgenre of LGBT Books / Read online book novels books in the gay genre for free. :) The world of gay novels, if not as vast as the world of m/f romance, is still pretty expansive. Are you looking for a royal novel? Fake marriage? Something dark and sandy, or something that is the literary equivalent of a basket of
puppies? Whatever it is that floats your novel boat, I guarantee there is an m/m romance out there that will satisfy. In compiling this list, I have singled out as many #ownvoices authors as possible. There's a misconception that only people who write m/m novels are straight women, and while it's true that some of the biggest names in gay
romance are straight women, there are also dozens of strange men writing a fantastic gay novel. But because of the biases and shortcomings of publishing (and a host of other complex factors), these are the straight women who often get the most recognition in the genre. This does not mean that straight women cannot or should not write
gay novels. You'll find a few (including some of my absolute favorites!) on this list. You will also find many wonderful books by strange men who deserve the same praise and recognition. I've tried to make this list as broad as possible, and it includes books about various characters written by strange men and women, strange authors of
color, and trans and genderqueer writers. Over the years, these stories of the strangest happy ever afters have brought me a lot of joy and comfort. Whether you are brand new to gay novels, or whether you've read them for years, I hope they will bring you the same delight. Note: Books marked with an asterisk #ownvoices, in this case,
means that the author is a strange person. Many other novels on this list #ownvoices for various reasons. I decided to only make a note of books written by strange men, but it is by no means intended to erase or ignore the many other identities held by the fabulous writers who produced these works. The historical gay novel Novel Novels
Caution doctor, for example, Ottoman MCs: a retired navy surgeon and gentleman doctor is more comfortable around books than patients. Thank you for signing up! Keep an eye on your inbox. By subscribing you agree to our terms of use Setting: 1830s New York Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: A thrilling and futuristic rescue patient
hospital is about to be committed to a shelter; racism and transphobia in 1830s New York. Rep: Black MC, trans MC Invisible attraction KJ Charles MCs: a quiet guesthouse-house keeper and one of its tenants, a taxonomist. Installation: Victorian London Tropes/Theme/Secondary Plot: Murder Mystery; beautifully depicted a close-knit
strange community; Some kind of kink. Republic: Indian, MC Rascal Soldier by Cat Sebastian MCs: grumpy, grumpy, Street smart private eye (think: Olivia Pope in London 1820s), who grew up in a slum and despises the nobility and retired (and very correct) soldier who craves order and predictability. Installation: Regency London and
English countryside Tropes/themes/secondary plot: enemies to lovers; The secret of blackmail; Interesting and complex family dynamics; studies of class differences and disability. Rep: Disabled MC Modern Gay Romances Tactical Presentation by Ada Maria Soto MCs: a gay SWAT commander who is mostly in the closet about being
queer and submissive and bisexual, a polyamorous queer doctor who works in the coroner's office. Installation: Los Angeles County Tropes/Themes/Secondary Plot: BDSM, Polyamory, characters dealing with PTSD, a lot on the sex page (this is definitely an erotic novel). Rep: Bisexual, polyamorous MC Idlewild by Jude sierra MCs: A
restaurant restaurant man still mourning the death of her husband and a determined college graduate he hires as part of his reboot staff. Installation: Detroit Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: Romance in the Workplace; Plenty of food and cooking; Friends to lovers; age gap; Interracial relations; characters deal with grief. Rep: Black
genderqueer MC Coffee Boy by Austin singing MCs: An intern in a political campaign, fresh from college and stunned he landed his dream job, but also dealing with the stress of being both trans in a not-so-supportive workplace and a somewhat prickly and uptight campaign strategist who actually ends up super charming and kind.
Installation: political campaign offices somewhere in modern America Tropes/themes/secondary plot: romance in the workplace; MC deal with transphobia from colleagues (but not love interest); a bit of fun behind the scenes of the political drama campaign. Rep: Trans MC, Bisexual MC His handy husband Robin Covington MCs: NFL
player, widower, and single father, raising his teenage son and ballerina from Russia seeking asylum in the U.S. Installation: LA Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: Fake Marriage; Sports romance; characters, dealing with grief; Raising children; secondary characters that matter to the plot. Rep: Black MC Hot Head Damon Suede MCs: Two
lifelong best friends and a Brooklyn firefighter (who may or may not have hidden their feelings for each other for years) who decided to work as models for a gay site because one of them basically broke. Installation: Brooklyn post-9/11 tropes/themes/secondary plot: Friends in love; General fun; Satisfying and authentic secondary make-up
of friends and family; Delicious homemade Italian food is described in detail. Rep: Gay MCs Problem and Wallflower by Kade Boehme MCs: a shy twenty-something with social anxiety who lives alone and works in a soda fountain and a loud, outgoing kind of hipster. Installation: Seattle / Topics/secondary plot: opposites The complex
dynamics of the family; cast secondary characters who are in their way lovely, annoying, endearing, and frustrating. Rep: neurodivergent MC Tigers and Devils Sean Kennedy MCs: a famous football player who spent his life in a closet and a mega football fan who is also kinda lonely and running an independent film festival. Installation:
Melbourne, Australia Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: Sports Novel; A lot of angst; Celebrity romance; symbols associated with homophobia (from the public and in their families); Wonderful and touching collection of friends and selected family surrounding as MCs. Rep: Gay MCs Gays of Our Lives Chris the Ripper MCs: A somewhat
grumpy hermit who has MS, which sometimes means his body doesn't act the way he wants, and is super hilarious, open and not at all grumpy artist/hipster. Installation: Oakland/Bay Area Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: Adorable Opposites-Attract Romance; a character who deals with chronic diseases on a daily basis, especially in
connection with his illness relates to sex; BDSM; strong sense of strange community and a strange community. Rep: Disabled MC Second Chance Jay Northcote MCs: A freelance writer who returns to the city where he grew up to give himself and his teenage daughter a fresh start and his best childhood friend who has just returned to his
parents after his alcohol addiction sent his life into a downward spiral. Installation: small town in the UK Tropes/themes/secondary plot: amateur friends; Second chance of romance; Raising children; older MCs (both men are in their forties); Family dynamics; characters struggle with addiction and depression. Rep: Trans MC Starting with
Scratch Jay Northcote MCs: a quiet trans college student who has just returned to university after transition and is outgoing former one of his friends. Installation: Plymouth, England Tropes/themes/secondary plot: college romance; a true and sweet depiction of friendship between young gay university students; Some totally adorable and
geeky tincture games. Rep: Trans MC Shame and Shame on Holly Trent MCs: A pharmaceutical sales representative who has just dumped him a much younger friend who he thinks is too young to settle down and commit, and a much younger friend who is determined to reclaim the love of his life. Installation: New Orleans
Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: A Second Chance of Romance; age gap. Rep: Gay MCs Hearsay Taylor W. Donovan MCs: Two attorneys working for the same law firm who get to know each other during a series of lunch meetings and then recover a year later on an important case. Installation: NYC Tropes/themes/secondary plot:
romance in the workplace; Courtroom drama; considerable angst involving a senior partner and a younger associate yearning for each other. Rep: biracial MC Real Alexis Hall MCs: Thirty something traumatologist and submissive who was tired of the BDSM scene he was so long and a 19-year-old cook line that just comes out as weird
and dominant. Installation: London Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: Age Gap Romance; BDSM; a lot of angst around MCs of emotional openness; A strong circle of friends and elected family; slow-burning romance; just a little on the sex page. Rep: Gay MCs Glitterland Alexis Hall MCs: A bipolar writer who is once well regarded, who
now writes crime fiction and basically keeps himself and the party boy and an aspiring model who surrounds himself with people and lights. Installation: London Tropes/themes/secondary plot: character related to mental illness; just a little longing and self-loathing; a backstory that includes intense grief and loss; amazing amount of humor
and frivolity. Rep: MC with Mental Illness Nothing Ben Brad Bony MCs: A rising hotshot lawyer who is forced to return home to care for his three teenage brothers after his father dies, and his nearest, small town, open neighbor. Setting up: Austin, TX Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: Parenting; characters, dealing with grief; family
dynamics. Rep: Gay MCs of Kings and Butterflies by Lina Langley MCs: Hotel owner at one of the most popular seaside boardwalk resorts in the world and a mysterious guest who offers him $10.00 in cash to stay for a week and then disappears. Installation: the quaint seaside resort town of Tropes/themes/secondary plot: lots of fun
food-related details; Love interest, which is a mysterious stranger; A very sweet section where MCs apart geographically and connect online; Some kind of kink. Rep: Bisexual MC Boy called Cin Cecil Wilde MCs: a famous billionaire and charmingly grumpy art student. Installation: California and the cabin in Oregon Tropes / Themes /
Secondary Plot: May/December Romance; Billionaire romance; wonderful cast of supporting character (mostly trans); symbols associated with dysphoria and transphobia that hold each other and support each other in truly remarkable ways; very little melancholy. Rep: Trans MC, genderqueer MC, bisexual MCs Autumn: Crow City Side
Story Cole McCad MCs: A forty-something man mourns the kidnapping of his niece and the man he always loved, who happens to be his sister's ex-husband and the father of his niece. Installation: Crow City (fictional) Tropes/themes/secondary plot: characters associated with grief and loss; enemies to lovers; Plenty of emotional
baggage; dark topics, including kidnapping. Rep: Disabled MC, bisexual MC His brash valet Cole McCad MCs: The 23-year-old who suddenly turns out to be the head of his father's multibillion-dollar corporation and the forty-something British man he hires to work as his (i.e. personal assistant). Installation: NYC Tropes/themes/secondary
plot: workplace romance (boss/employee) age break romance; storyline featuring a family member with cancer; Bdsm. Rep: two-time Japanese-American MC MC Glass Dani Alexander MCs: A detective who is going to get married and dreamed his whole life of joining the FBI and the waiter he meets one day at the diner, which turns out
to be a lot more than it seems. Installation: Denver, CO Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: Age Gap Romance; Murder mystery; lots of drama and anguish and situations where the characters are often in danger; fantastic cast supporting friends and family. Rep: Gay MCs King's spouse J.R. Gray MCs: Prince and heir to the throne of
England and paparazzi photographer with whom, against his best judgment, he shares a one-night stand. Installation: Toronto and London Tropes/Themes/Secondary Plot: Royal/General Novel; character associated with being closed because of his position (English royal family); fantastic support characters (especially Grandma MC,
queen); angsty. Rep: Gay MCs Syncopation by Anna Zabo MCs: Lead Singer of a Rock Band and a Man Who Joins Them as His New Drummer After Scandal Installation: Various Places in Modern America (Group Tours Throughout the Book) Tropes/Themes/Secondary Plot: Musician/Rock Romance Band; BDSM; Characters, we can
handle the trauma; Complex secondary characters/bandmates who form a lovely strange chosen family. Rep: Pansexual Aromatic MC Almost Like To Be In Love by Steve Kluger MCs: Brake College Student and Jock, who fall in love in their senior year, drift apart and then reunited twenty years later. Installation: Tarrytown, New York, in
the 1970s; various locations in America in 1998 Tropes/Themes/Secondary Plot: a unique style of storytelling, said in checklists, letters, and two POVs; second chance of romance. Rep: Gay MCs Galley Proof Eric Arvin MCs: Science Fiction Writer and Editor of his latest book. Installation: Small Town of America and Italy
Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: snarky, hilarious first-person storytelling; Great supporting cast including MCs mom and best friend/roommate; attractive images of small-town life. Rep: Gay MCs House William Neal MCs: The ad exec, who returns to his hometown after the death of his father and the man who abused him in high school,
is now deputy police chief. Installation: A small town of South American Tropes/Themes/Secondary Plot: Characters Who Share Past Traumatic Relationships (which involved one MC bullying others); Stalker situation; Return to the hometown of romance; symbols engaged in homophobia from different points of view. Rep: Gay MCs Love
Me Tomorrow by Ethan Day MCs: Event Planner and Paramedic (who is also the brother of his new, most important client). Installation: Wilde City (fictional) Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: A man working on setting up his business and The people he faces; Love interest in existing relationships; cast of cute supporting characters. Rep:
Gay MCs' Shaking Sugar Tree Nick Wilgus MCs: One One and a failed writer trying to make ends meet and a nurse who recently moved to Mississippi from Boston. Installation: Mississippi Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: Parenting; The complex dynamics of the family; Lots of interesting supporting characters; Plenty of emotional
backstory; characters dealing with various injuries. Rep: Gay MCs, deaf secondary character (son of one of the MCs) dad, dad, and I Sean Michael MCs: one dad who finds himself raising his biological children after his best friend, to whom he donated sperm, dies and a young man who has just finished his degree in early childhood
education and is looking for a nanny job. Setting up: Ontario Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: Parenting; Fantastic image of strange family building; Adorable meet-cute (featuring screaming kids); almost no longing. Rep: Gay MCs Doing Cookies Briana Lawrence MCs: A man reeling after a recent breakup who takes a job as a holiday elf
at the mall and the kind janitor he meets there. Installation: Minneapolis Trails/Themes/Secondary Story: Holiday (Christmas) Romance; Adorable meet-cute; carefree story with little fear. Rep: Black MCs Hearts Alight Elliot Cooper MCs: a young man who became sick of the meaninglessness and consumerism of Hanukkah celebrating his
family and his longtime crush, the uncle of his best friend who also happens to be a golem. Installation: city in modern America Tropes/themes/secondary plot: holiday romance (Hanukkah); romance involving a long-standing stampede; a lot of geekiness (including the amazing scene where MCs play DC); family dynamics and excellent
supporting cast (e.g. MC's best friend). Rep: Bisexual MC Shy John Inman MCs: Assistant Bank Manager with Social Anxiety Disorder and Indiana Farm Boy. Installation: San Diego and Farm in Indiana Tropes/Themes/Secondary Story: Return to Hometown Romance; Character associated with a sick parent; a lot of agricultural
shenanigans and humour; characters who deal with both shyness and social anxiety disorder. Rep: MC with Social Anxiety legally snous Rick R. Reid MCs: a man who gave up romantic love, so decides to marry a woman and (of course!) his wedding planner. Installation: Seattle Tropes/themes/secondary story: marriage of convenience;
forced intimacy; different relationships explored in addition to the main love interest; arcs of self-discovery and affirmation that separate from the love story. Rep: Gay MCs Fantasy and Paranormal Gay Novel Novels by Peter Darling Austin Chant MCs: Peter Pan (reimagined as a trans man) and Captain Hook. Installation: Neverland
Tropes/themes/secondary plot: beautiful and nuanced gay, trans retelling by Peter Pan; equal parts of romance and adventure. Rep: trans MC London-Lars Alexander Voynov MCs: A pagan man and contractor who has just joined a new circle of strange witches and a man who has just abandoned his own job and bought an old house in
the suburbs, because of his ill health. Installation: London Tropes/themes/secondary graph: character with life-threatening illness; strange witches who practice various forms of paganism; Exploring spirituality and faith; a beautiful depiction of a strange family among witches. Rep: Gay MS Shatterproof Xen Sanders MCs: An immortal
ambulance MT that feeds on the souls of those he loves, and the artist he stops from attempting suicide. Installation: London and its suburbs Tropes/themes/secondary plot: a dark fairy tale with a satisfying ending; heavy topics including depression and suicide; A lot of emotional weight; lyrical letter; some studies of Haitian voodoo. Rep:
Black MC, bisexual MC From the Ashes Xen Sanders MCs: an anomalous (man with superpowers) villain disguised as a graduate student and a professor who becomes fascinated by it. Installation: New York - UK Tropes/themes/secondary plot: lots of fast-paced action; political intrigue; Complex characters with conflicting emotions;
storyline that plays with what it means to be a villain. Rep: Southeast Asia MC Alpha Claim Holly Trent MCs: Alpha New York Coyote Package and Aspiring Actor/Waiter. Installation: New York's small town Tropes/themes/secondary plot: tight deadlines (most of this book takes place over the weekend); Coyote Changer Package Policy; a
lot of witty stybe. Rep: Gay MCs Sea Lover by J.K. Pendragon MCs: a quiet and reclusive fisherman and a merman who washes the wounded on the beach next to his cabin. Installation: tiny and remote Canadian fishing town Tropes/themes/secondary story: fabulous atmosphere; forced intimacy of romance; a tender and sweet story with
little fear; one MC nursing the other back to health. Rep: Trans MC Lightning hit the heart of T.J. KLune MCs: Apprentice Wizard and Dreamy Knight who spends quite too much time dating other people. Installation: A fantastic kingdom inhabited by beautiful strange creatures Tropes/themes/secondary plot: a creative and unique cast of
characters and creatures, including gay dragons; Excellent friendships; a totally fun and wacky fantasy world; Dangerous quests many moments of total laughter out loud of humour. Rep: Gay MCs Science Fiction and Post-Apocalyptic Signal Boost Alyssa Cole MCs: a man who survived the apocalypse and lives with his family in a tiny
cabin and a young university astrophysics student who appears in their garden one day. Installation: a secluded hut in the post-apocalyptic New York Tropes/themes/secondary plot: a long road (pedestrian ride); Family dynamics; High-stakes drama/action; life in a post-apocalyptic world. Rep: Korean MC Invasion of Alexander Voynov



MCs: Man on a mission to hunt and kill alien and the captain of the spaceship he will hook the ride on. Installation: Tropes mercenary spacecraft/themes/secondary-tropes/themes/secondary Fast-paced action; Mysterious love interest with an intriguing past; character relating to the consequences of war. Rep: Disabled MC Chaos Station
Jenn Burke and Kelly Jensen MCs: Spaceship engineer and former superproduceer, both with a traumatic past who are also childhood best friends (and ex-boyfriends), reunited after being separated for years. Installation: Spaceship roaming galaxy after major interplanetary war Tropes/themes/secondary plot: second chance romance,
friends for lovers, lots of fast-paced action; truly remarkable sense of the chosen family among the crew of the spaceship; Fascinating aliens; characters dealing with PTSD from a brutal war. Rep: Bisexual MC YA Gay Novel novel novels Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe Benjamin Alire Senz MCs: Two Mexican-
American teenagers, aged 1980s Texas. Installation: El Paso Tropes/themes/secondary plot: complex family dynamics; Friends to lovers; Self-knowledge exploring cultural heritage and identity. Rep: Latinx MCs One Man Guy by Michael Barariva MCs: a high school freshman from an Armenian family and a cheeky, irreverent boy he
meets at summer school. Installation: NYC Tropes/themes/secondary plot: family dynamics; the output of a storyline that is not the center of the book at all; First love; So many amazing food scenes; exploring culture and heritage and how important their Armenian identity is to the MS family. Rep: Gay MCs Chulito Charles Rice-Gonzalez
MCs: A teenager from the South Bronx and his childhood best friend, whom he distanced from when people in the neighborhood started teasing him for being gay. Installation: NYC (particularly in the South Bronx) Tropes/Theme/Secondary Story: Beautiful descriptions of the neighborhood and community; Symbols associated with
homophobia; Friends to lovers; The nuances of the supporting character; study of masculinity and identity. Rep: Latinx MCs Run with Lions Julian Winters MCs: The star goalkeeper of high school football teen and his best childhood friend who unexpectedly arrives at summer training camp. Installation: Tropes football training
camp/themes/secondary plot: sporting romance; A diverse and attractive football team that feels more like a family; Friends to lovers; sweet and tender love story low on anguish. Rep: Bisexual MC, Muslim British British MC Love Interest of Cale Dietrich MCs: Two Boys Raised as Love Interests (forced to compete for the interests of the
same girl) is a secret and powerful organization that trains teen spies. Installation: Dystopian Australia Tropes/Theme/Secondary Plot: Fascinating World Building; Plenty of high-stakes action A strange and creative twist on a spy novel; A lot of angst; dystopian corporation. Rep: Gay MCs Looking for More Gay Novels? Check out 8 of the
best M/M Novels and (Semi) Comprehensive Guide Guide LGBT Romance. Gay novels also appear on this must-read YA list of novels and this list is a must-read of LGBT fantasy KNIGs. Books. gay historical romance novels. gay billionaire romance novels. gay fantasy romance novels. gay sports romance novels. gay teenage romance
novels. gay mafia romance novels. gay paranormal romance novels. gay billionaire romance novels wattpad
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